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COMMENT

Bahrain to host the worlds largest
Islamic Banking 81: Finance Conference
^ HE WORLD Islamic Banking
Conference, one of the
largest and most prestigious
gatherings of Islamic banking and finance experts will be hosted by Bahrain in December this year
and is expecting to attract a capacity audience of over 350 delegates
from over 350 countries.
The conference will be staged
under the official patronage of the
Bahrain Monetary Agency and will
be held on 4-6 December 1999 at the
Gulf Convention Centre Manama.
This major conference aims to make
a considerable contribution to the
global dissemination of the latest
information and expertise on Islamic
finance and to provide unprecedented opportunities for regional and
world-wide industry decision makers
to build relationships.
" This is truly global event aims
to provide an unprecedented platform for the worlds key decision
makers and opinion formers from the
major Islamic and conventional
financial institutions to gather
together and exchange ideas and
information for the benefit and
expansion of the industry as a whole.
The conference has already attracted
the support of high calibre speakers
and panelists representing the key
global Islamic finance centres.
This major event aims to provide
a unique and authoritative insight
into the current Islamic banking and
finance activities and practices from
around the world. The conference
also provides a vital baometer, indicating the future direction and aspirations of the industry as we move
forward into the New Mellinium"
commented his Excellency Abdullah
Hassan Saif Minister of Finance Et
National Economy, Bahrain.
The main theme of the
Conference is " Islamic Banking ft
Finance - Charting a Course for the
21st Century" and is aimed at covering such topics as:
2
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• Strategies Directions for the New
Millennium - Perspectives from
industry Chairmen and Chief
Executive Officers
• Exploring the synergies
between Conventional and
Islamic Banks - The conventional Bankers Perspective.
• Developing Islamic Capital
Markets - Stock Exchange
Perspectives
• Mergers Acquisition Strategies
to achieve competitive
advantage
The world Islamic banking
Conference will also focus on the
international dimension and growth
of Islamic banking and frnance
through the presentation of nine
country focus sessions, each of
which will feature a distinguished
panel of speakers from specific
This major conference
aims to mal<e a considerable contribution to
the global dissemination
of the latest information
and expertise on Islamic
finance and to provide
unprecedented opportunities for regional and
world-wide industry
decision makers ...

country currently engaged to a
major extent in global Islamic banking and finance activities. The country focus session. Categories will
include Emerging Markets, The
Middle East, and South East Asia
'The World Islamic Banking
Conference will also uniquely convene a powerful and highly focused
half-day industry chiefs Executive
Forum which will be charged to formulate a Blueprint for the 21st
Rajab 1420
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Century Islamic Banking and Finance
Industry. The Blueprint will be presented to all delegates and guests at
the closing session of the conference
in the form of a closing address and
published documentation.
Delegates attending the World
Islamic Banking Conference from
major Islamic and conventional
financial institutions from around
the world will have an opportunity
to hear the latest news and issue^
affecting the key sectors of tl
industry through four industry sector briefings:
Takaful/Islamic insurance; Information Technology for Islamic
Financial Institutions; Islamic
Indices; and Islamic leasing.
A specialist Islamic Banking
Showcase Exhibition will be staged as
an integral element of the conference,
featuring the global Islamic Financial
institutions and specialist media publications participating as sponsors of
the event. In addition, a highly
focused Exhibition - Information
Technology for Islamic Banks - will
feature the worlds leading suppliers of
specialist products and services for the
Islamic banking and finance industr'^
The world Islamic banking
Conference is co-ordinated by the
Bahrain-based specialist conference
and exhibition management company, MEGA - Middle East Global
Advisors.
Victor Hawkens, Chief Executive
Officer of MEGA commented: "As
the major banking and finance capital of the Middle East and the base
for many of the region's prominent
Islamic banking and frnance institutions, Bahrain is the natural host
venue for the World Islamic Banking
Conference. We look forward to welcoming the world's Islamic banking
and finance leaders to the
Conference and to creating a positive atmosphere of information sharing, debate and networking for the
benefit of the Global industry" •

INSURANCE

Takafui: Approaching New Frontiers
44 i ^ ^ ^ A K A F U L , or Islamic insur- Takafui operations, a cohesive reguance industry, is a relatively latory and legal framework which
new industiy, and as with emphasises transparency, consumer
most pioneering work, the protection and corporate goveropportunity to learn and develop nance, as well as uniform accountfrom the mutual exchange of ideas ing standards to lay the foundation
is always extremely valuable," stat- for further growth and expansion."
ed the Governor of the Central Bank
As the industry progresses, he
of Malaysia Tan Sri Ali Abul Hassan continued, the capacity of Islamic
bin Sulaiman at the International reinsurance or ReTakaful and a pool
Conference on Takafui held in of expertise within the Islamic busiMalaysia.
ness circle would also be needed to
He welcomed the organisers' support its ongoing development.
^ ^ h o i c e of the theme for the The Takafui industry needs to
onference, "Approaching New develop new strategies to achieve
Frontiers" as particularly fitting and these requirements and take full
fimely for the Takafui industry as "it advantage of the opportunities.
stands poised at the threshold of a
new millennium, bringing with it
new developments, challenges and
Despite the recent Asian finanopportunities."
cial crisis, which had adversely
He continued "the challenge
affected the financial sector
ahead will be to anficipate, and
including the conventional
make the most of the changes and
insurance sector, the Takafui
opportunities. Despite the recent
industry has remained remarkAsian financial crisis, which had
ably resilient and continues to
adversely affected the financial secgrow from strength to strength.
tor including the conventional
With increasing liberalisation
insurance sector, the Takafui indusand globalisation of world trade,
try has remained remarkably
there is a new horizon of opporresilient and continues to grow from
tunity for Takafui operators
strength to strength. With increas^ g liberalisation and globalisation
of world trade, there is a new horizon of opportunity for Takafui operHe pointed out that "as we stride
ators. In what some have dubbed forward, it is often useful to take a
the "new age" of competition, cre- moment to ponder on past achieveativity and innovation will become ments and failures and lessons
critical ingredients for success. learnt along the way. As one of the
Those who rise to this challenge will pioneers in the development of the
reap the rewards. Those who do not Takafui market in this region,
will fall and be forgotten!"
Malaysia's experiences may prove
Dato' Hassan said," to stay rele- useful in providing some direction
vant, the Takafui industry must and focus to our future endeavours."
position itself within the hub of the
Talking of the history of Takafui
mainstream financial system. It development in Malaysia, he said,
must be able to compete and offer "the wish of Muslims to enjoy the
products and services that are on benefits of a modem banking and
par, if not better than conventional insurance system but on a basis
insurance products. To achieve this, which is not forbidden by Islam was
several conditions must be in place. the impetus to the development of
Among them are a higher degree of Islamic banking and insurance in
consensus on the interpretation of Malaysia.
The Malaysian
Syariah principles in the context of Government established a special

task force back in 1982 to study the
possibility of introducing Islamic
insurance to complement the services of Islamic banking. Following
the recommendations of the task
force, the Malaysian Parliament
passed the Takafui Act in 1984,
making Malaysia probably the only
country in the world to have specific legislation governing Takafui .
The first Takafui operator was
established in 1984 and another,
about a decade later."
"Over the past three years, with
the admission of the second Takafui
operator, the Malaysian Takafui
industry proceeded to record commendable growth, with assets and
contribution income expanding at
average rates of 45% and 49%
respectively. The onset of the
unprecedented regional financial
crisis in mid-1997 has not stifled
the growth momentum of the
Malaysian Takafui industry. While
the conventional insurance sector
wrestled to regain eroded market
positions, the Takafui sub-sector in
Malaysia continued to maintain
strong double-digit growth. The
total assets of the Takafui funds
continued to expand at 26% in
1998. The combined contribution
income of both family and general
Takafui business also increased by
40%, higher than the growth rate of
34.9% recorded in 1997."
He added "efforts to promote
Takafui business saw Takafui operators embarking on measures to
diversify their distribution channels,
launch new products and organise
customised training programmes
for their staff and agents. In addition to the normal lines of Takafui
products, new products recently
introduced in Malaysia include a
special product for women and
health Takafui. The wider range of
products and distribution channels
available helped to spur the growth
of Takafui in Malaysia."
He added "Interestingly, as the
insuring public in Malaysia became

T
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INSURANCE
more discerning, efforts made by
tlie Talcaful operators to increase
public awareness of Takafui products also attracted the non-Muslim
community. The AI-Mudharabah or
profit sharing principle, one of the
unique features inherent in Takafui
products, makes Takafui an attractive alternative to conventional
insurance. This is attributed in no
small measure to the high level of
religious
tolerance
among
Malaysians, which enabled Takafui
to gain acceptance among the nonMuslim population."
He stated further that "throughout the development of the Takafui
industry in Malaysia, the
Government and regulatory authorities have been careful to preserve
the fundamental Islamic principles
on which the Takafui business is
founded. The availability of expertise in both Islamic insurance and
Syariah matters has, and will continue, to remain a priority in order to
safeguard the integrity of Takafui
practices. With the commitment of
regulators and support of practitioners, Malaysia is progressively building up a pool of technical knowledge and expertise to support the
development of Takafui both
domestically as well as abroad. In
1997, Malaysia established a
Syariah Advisory Council at the
Central Bank to act as an authoritative reference point on issues relating to Islamic banking and Takafui."
He commended the Takafui
industry for taking steps to draw up
a code of conduct for Takafui operators, which will promote good
market conduct and practices, and
instil professionalism among practitioners. "The code will promote
healthy competition by creating a
more level-playing field for both
conventional insurers and Takafui
operators through common market
practices."
He acknowledged that "although
the Takafui industry has made its
mark and the growth has been significant so far, the industry remains
small relative to conventional
insurance".
"At the end of 1998, Takafui
contribution in Malaysia represent4

ed only 2% of conventional insurance premium, while Takafui assets
stood at only 1.6% of conventional
insurance assets. The potential for
the Malaysian Takafui industry to
grow is tremendous."
He attributed two major factors
to this growth, "the low level of life
insurance penetration among the
majority Muslim population and the
overall low penetration rate of 27%
in Malaysia." He suggested that
"outside Malaysia, there is also an
enormous growth potential for the
Takafui industry given that there
are nearly 1.7 billion Muslims
world-wide, more than a quarter of
the world's population. With Islam
being the second largest religion in
the world, this number is expected
to grow, and at a rapid pace."
He pointed out that "these factors, coupled with an increasing
Islamic consciousness among
Muslims, will not only sustain the
"There is a ready market for
Takafui. The secret in tapping
that market lies in creating
value. This value can be realised
if the right combination of
success factors can be created.
For Takafui to be successful,
Government support, cooperation at the international level,
and the development of human
capital are essential."
present momentum but has the
capacity to propel the Takafui
industry to a new phase of development and achievement."
He added that "Malaysian
Takafui operators have ventured
abroad by participating in equity
interests outside Malaysia. Through
their presence abroad, the operator
is also able to provide technical
assistance and at the same time
propagate the development of
Takafui outside the country."
He noted that "there is a ready
market for Takafui. The secret in
tapping that market lies in creating
value. This value can be realised if
the right combination of success
factors can be created. For Takafui
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to be successful. Government support, cooperation at the international level, and the development of
human capital are essential."
He commended the foresight
shown by Islamic countries under
the Developing Eight to take the
lead in fostering closer cooperation
and coordination, promoting
greater exchange of business and
developing technical know-how to
develop the Takafui industry.
He stressed that "active
Government support within the
domestic market is equally important. Recognising the potential of
Takafui business to grow into one
of the key components of the
Malaysian financial system, t h ^ ^
Malaysian Government has give
its unwavering commitment and
support to the development of a
viable and resilient Takafui sector.
The result has been the development of a dynamic and competitive
Takafui industry in Malaysia."
He explained that "as the regulator of both the conventional
insurance and Takafui industries,
the Central Bank of Malaysia plays
an active role in spearheading
Takafui development in Malaysia.
To tap the tremendous potential in
the Takafui industry, the Bank has
drawn up a five-year strategic plan
in consuhation with the statutory
associations, conventional insurers
and Takafui operators. The s t r a t ' ^
gic plan focuses on a number of
areas of development, each with
defined objectives and strategic
action plans."
He added "these targets are supported by strategies to enhance the
market penetration of Takafui business by allowing more players into
the market, promoting the diversification of marketing channels,
encouraging product innovation
and instilling a greater public
awareness of the benefits of Takafui.
The plan also sets out strategies to
strengthen the financial soundness
of Takafui operators and the regulatory framework governing the
Takafui industry. These strategies
are rooted in specific action plans to
achieve the ultimate objectives
under the strategic five-year plan."

INSURANCE
He listed the objectives of the 5
year plan as:
• a comprehensive review of the
Takafui Act by the Central Bank to
replace the existing regulatory framework with a more comprehensive legislation that incorporates the experience so far gained from administering
the existing Takafiil and conventional insurance legislation;
• the introduction of model
accounts and new statistical statements to ensure minimum reporting
standards, greater disclosure of
financial information and transparency of operations;
• measures to promote regional
expansion and internafional coop^^ration in Takafui; and
• measures to develop Malaysia
into a centre for Takafui training
and education.
He pointed out that "the progressive implementation of the
strategies outlined in the five-year
plan, should see the Takafui sector
evolve into a significant sub-sector
of the Malaysian insurance industry
in the coming years."
On the development of a Takafui
industry he stated that "human capital represents the third and possibly
most important dimension to the
successful development of a Takafui

industry. Without a doubt, the most
valuable assets for any business in
the 21st century will be knowledge
and information-based. A knowledgeable and skilled workforce is the
key to sustaining a competitive
advantage. As a strategy, Takafui
operators should be capable of
developing a motivated, innovative
and adaptive workforce that is capable of creating and adding value for
its customer. It is imperative that
they are also well versed in Syariah
matters. Only then, can the Islamic
principles be integrated with the
dynamics of the business world."
He stressed that "Syariah scholars
play a fundamental role in guiding
Takafui operations. For them to
effectively fulfil this role, they have
to be conversant with the practical
aspects of Takafui business. Through
appropriate rulings and recommendations on specific matters, Shariah
scholars can expand the breadth and
depth of Takafui business, but within the bounds of Syariah."
He observed that "training institutes have an important role to play
in enhancing and developing worldclass training programmes suited to
the needs of the Takafui industry."
In this respect, he said, "the
Malaysian Insurance Institute, the

leading insurance training institute
in Malaysia, has already developed
several programs to increase the
level of expertise in the Takafui
industry. The Certificate in Takafui
Practice, conducted by the Institute,
has been well received by both the
insurance and Takafui industries."
He informed members of the
audience that "the Malaysian
Insurance Institute will be introducing a diploma course in Takafui next
year. This diploma will be modelled
along the lines of diplomas currently available at the Institute. It will
qualify as an entrance requirement
to the prestigious Associate of the
Malaysian insurance Institute (AMU)
program. At the international level,
the Institute is taking steps to collaborate with other training institutions
in other Muslim nations to mutually
recognise the courses."
He concluded by saying "the
Takafui industry is set to change
insurance markets in a significant
way. As with any change, new frontiers can be both exciting and daunting. Takafui operators, Syariah
scholars and regulators have not
only an interest, but also a joint
responsibility, to ensure the orderly
and progressive development of the
Takafui industry." •
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MARKETING

Making best use of specialist media
T y M ARKETING a product is
l \I not always just a case of
I V I running a conventional
advertising campaign. The marketing team, particularly that of a
financial organisation, has many
different methodologies available
to them, and sometimes creativity,
ingenuity and a unique approach
pays off better than any advert.
Indeed even the best-produced
advert in the world could have a
negative impact if not placed well.
For example, if you are in the
business of selling stethoscopes,
where could you best place an advert?
In the local newspaper, an entertainment weekly or a medical journal? The answer is an obvious one
- but it's not always obvious to all!
After all, as an Islamic bank - or a
bank or financial institution offering
Muslim-friendly financial services what particular medium would be a
good place to position adverts in?
Where do you think an advert would
be seen by just the people who would
be interested in Islamic banking, or
might be persuaded to set up interestfree accounts?
Well? You don't need to look far.
In fact you're looking right at it!
This very periodical is synonymous
with Islamic banking, finance and
insurance. It's well known and
respected both inside and outside
the industry as one of the premier
and most authoritative journals pertaining to Islamic finance. It's read
by professionals involved in the
industry, and more importantly, students of the field and other interested parties keen to learn Islamically
acceptable ways of investing, borrowing and handling money.
There could be no more direct a
medium, and yet flick through the
rest of this magazine and Islamic
financial institutions are clearly
woefully under-represented in
terms of advertising.
However, this article is not
meant to be a piece canvassing for
adverts for New Horizon. The fact
6

Shahzad Sheikh
is that targeted advertising and
marketing is one of the most effective means of getting your product
to potential consumers that there
is. One step beyond that, as many
corporations have long since
realised, is the bespoke sponsored
publication.
Whittle - Pioneer of
publications marketing

In 1970 Christopher Whittle and
Phillip Moffitt decided produce a
buying guide for fellow students of
the University of Tennessee. The
magazine paid for itself from
advertising from local shops and
restaurants. The idea was to build a
marketing package around the
needs of specific audiences. It was
so successful that the friends published more guides under the name
the 13-30 Corporation, referring to
the target readership's age.
Less than five years later. Whittle
started producing a twice yearly college travel magazine called America
sponsored solely by Nissan.
Advertising companies naturally
found this annoying as Nissan were
managing to bypass them altogether
and direct mailing their adverts to
impressionable youngsters probably
in the market for their first car. It
also highlighted the inefficiency of
conventional advertising in tapping
the college market.
Whitfle's next move was to
launch Special Reports mailed to
32,000 Doctor's offices and waiting
rooms with each issue full of adverts
for pharmaceutical companies,
health care companies, insurance,
baby goods manufacturers etc.
Advertisers loved it because Doctor's
approved of it, and used it to recommend products to their patients.
The advantages of targeting
markets with bespoke publications
- efficiency, lower budget neces-
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sary - are obvious and many firms
that feel they haven't got the best
of out conventional marketing
techniques have turned to it.
A simple example of using this
method effective is that of having
a useful Haji publication aimed
directly at pilgrims published for a
period prior to and during the pilgrimage, full of adverts for goods
and services that they need, held
apart by useful advice, information, guidance, tips, features and
interviews all related to hajj.
Bespoke marketing
publications

We already know that an endorsement in the editorial content of a
publication has five times more
impact than an advertisement (see
last issue), but besides that what
else does a bespoke marketing publication offer over conventional
advertising?
• Rather than the single sales
message that would be conveyed
through one advert, the bespoke
would allow the placement of several products and services in each
issue. In fact the publicafion could
be tailored specifically to highlig*^
and to create awareness - even neeo
- for those products or services.
For example an article on the
benefits of a Halal mortgage, along
with interviews with people who
Banks and financial
institutions in particular
can appear remote and
uncommunicative,
shrouded in mystery as to
what they do with your
money. In producing a
publication or newsletter
their lies the potential to
give the organisation a
friendly, approachable image

have used this method to purchase
their home, would soften up the
reader to an advert placed by an
interest-free lender.
• Marketing publications are a
targeted medium with no wasted
distribution - for example in a
direct mailing campaign the publications would go only to those
names and addresses you know
would be inclined to consider your
services or products. Normal advertising campaigns are considered a
success if 10% of the recipients
respond all the rest of the effort is
wasted - that would not be the case.
This implies you can mould the
editorial content, style and imagery
the publication to particular
jroups of people such as frequent
users, new customers or regional
customers. You also get to select
your own publication and distribution dates, so you can take into
consideration seasonal requirements, rather than have to rely on
the dates fixed by other advertising
medium. For example you could
produce special publications during
Ramadan or Fid if your products
usually sell best at that time, e.g.
clothes, sweetmeats, flowers etc.
• Excluding the rivals - for
instance if a Package Holiday
Company runs adverts in the
Sunday papers, it will be lost in a
sea of similar adverts all offering
^**ie best holidays at the lowest
prices. However if it sponsors a
travel magazine it will be the only
advertiser that the reader sees.
• Relationship building is
another key benefit to producing
bespoke publications. Banks and
financial institutions in particular
can appear remote and uncommunicative, shrouded in mystery as to
what they do with your money. In
producing a publication or newsletter their lies the potential to give
the organisation a friendly
approachable image. Customers
may prefer to write a letter to the
editor rather than pick up the
phone and call their bank manager.
Despite the fact that it is a
house publication, there is still a
feeling of impartiality, of being
one step outside of the organisa-

tion. The magazine or newsletter
could therefore be more approachable and hence provide a more
invaluable link to the customers
than the customer service personnel could ever hope for. Thus creating better potential for feedback
and just the type of information
marketing departments thrive on market research!
For firms offering financial services it is often wise to categorise
society into clearly identifiable target markets and to gear editorial
content directly at them i.e. newlyweds, young families, the retired or
those about to retire etc.
If readers come across a publication which they open and find
that the headlines are shouting
back their own concerns, needs or
issues of importance, they will
respond, sit and read it, or at least
flick through the rest of the magazine. That's when they are most
susceptible to advertising that is
directly related to the content.
For example a publication
aimed at 20-40 year olds that
comes out just after Ramadhan
may have a piece about how to lose
those extra pounds put on through
attending one to many Iftar parties.
And near that article may be an
advert for the latest hi-tech zeroeffort body toner that miraculously
removes fat from around your
waist. The reader will at best send
off an order straightaway, at worst
give slightly more attention than
the usual cursory glance! •

Visual tips for effective publication:
Friendly approach

•
•
•
•

Colour photos showing candid poses.
Informal typeface and signatures.
Warm or pastel colours.
Use recycled paper.

For readibility

•
•
•
•
•

Easy to understand layout.
Bleed pictures to the edge of the paper.
Employ captions.
Use Serif-style fonts.
Used bold headings, subheadings, stand
firsts, pull-outs and edit content into
shorter paragraphs.
• Used short articles.
For credibility

• Use quotes from authoritative personalities.
• Use statistics and survey results.
• Show graphs and charts.
• Quote sources.
• Use glossy paper and quality printing.
• Use portrait pictures or writers.
For longevity

• Give a calendar of events.
• Provide useful telephone numbers and
addresses.
• Give useful guidance articles - e.g. what to
do in an emergency.
• Publish reader's photos,
letters and comments.

How marketing publications work

1. Remember the difference between conventional and marketing publications. A normal
magazine will select stories of interest to its readers while a marketing publication
publishes articles that are related to the sponsor's products or services.
2. Make sure the marketing department works hand in glove with theeditorial department to create the publication.
3. Plan a strategy with goals for the marketing publication. Judge what works and what
doesn't.
4. Established the style and tone of the publication and make sure it is appropriate both
to the intended readership and the firm it is connected with.
5. Marry the editorial format to your marketing strategy, target the same areas of the
potential market, sometimes with different editorial policies or even publications.
What appeals to teenagers is unlikely to appeal to the over-50s!
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READERS FORUM
from the Finance House in return
for the purchase of his used car

Questions
Answers
SECURITIZATION OF MUSHARAKAH

Is it lawful for the Finance House
to purchase real estate owned
jointly between partners (four

Is it possible to securitise a
musharakah transaction?

Jalal Owais, Saudi Arabia

iVIusliarakah is a mode of financing
which can be securitized easily,
especially in the case of big projects where huge amounts are
required and a limited number of
people cannot afford to subscribe.
Every subscriber can be given
a musharakah certificate which
represents his proportionate ownership in the assets of the
musharakah, and after the project
is started by acquiring substantial
non-liquid
assets,
these
musharakah certificates can be
treated as negotiable instruments
and can be bought and sold in the
secondary market.
However, trading in these certificates is not allowed when all the
assets of the musharakah are still
in liquid form (i.e. in the shape of
cash or receivables or advances
due from others).
It must be noted that subscribing to a musharakah is different
from advancing a loan. A bond
issued to evidence a loan has
nothing to do with the actual
business undertaken with the borrowed money. The bond stands
for a loan repayable to the holder
in any case, and mostly with
interest.
The musharakah certificate, on
the contrary, represents the direct
pro rata ownership of the holder
in the assets of the project. If all
the assets of the joint project are
in liquid form, the certificate will
represent a certain proportion of
money owned by the project.
8
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brothers, each with their own
share) and then to sell it to one
of them at his request? Secondly
is it legitimate for the Finance
House to purchase the share of
one of two partners who Jointly
own real estate, and thereafter
to sell the share to the other
partner?

Abdulkadir Khan, India
With regards to the first question,
if the Einance House buys the
shares of the other heirs, and not
the share of the person who came
to it, and then sells the shares of
the house it bought to that person,
there is nothing to prohibit it legally from doing so, as such a deal is
lawful and without reproach.
On the second question, if the
Finance House buys the entire
house from the heirs, and then sells
it to one of them, that will be lawful from a Shari'ah perspective so
long as the purchase by the
Finance House is not made conditional upon its selling the house to
one of the heirs.

by a third party?

Lyat Usman, United Kingdom

In the opinion of the Board, the
first part of the question describes
a situation similar to selling the
used car to another company.
Then the company pays its price to
the seller of the car, or authorizes
its transfer to whomever the seller
wishes, like the Finance House for
example. Then the patron agrees
with the Finance House to pay the
remainder in'return for his taking
possession of the new car. This
form of transaction is permitted by
the Shari'ah and there is nothing^
wrong with it.
''
In the second part of the question, the patron's agreeing to buy a
car from the Finance House in
return for the purchase of his used
car by a third party, the patron's
agreeing (lit. obliging himself) is not
lawful. Rather, what is lawful is if
the applicant buys a car from the
Finance House and its price
includes both the used car and an
amount in cash, regardless of
whether the sale takes place all at
once or at a later time; but without
specifying any price for the used
car, or referring to it in the contract.
What is the Shari'ah ruling in
regard to tawarruq? What is our'^*^
responsibility in regard to a person who deals with the Finance
House in short term credit and
murabahah sales in the trade in
which he normally deals, like f u r niture. This patron came to the
Finance House and evinced his

Is a transaction lawful, where a

desire to make a murabahah pur-

person wants to buy a new car

chase of a quantity of cement

from a Finance House by selling

owing to the rapidity with which

his used car to a third party who

it can be resold, as he desired to

will then take possession of the

sell it (quickly) and then make use

used car and pay its price to the

of the cash for his other mercan-

Finance House. Further, the

tile needs.

applicant will then pay the difference and take possession of a new
car from the Finance House, or
the amount will be an advance.
Finally, is it permissible if the
applicant agrees to buy a car

Rajab 1420

Umar Masood, Dubai
In the terminology of fiqh, tawarruq is a stratagem for generating
cash, when goods are purchased on
a deferred payment, and then sold
for less than the agreed price. Thus,

the buyer goes into the deal knowing that he will lose, but accounting
the cash worth the loss. Among the
classical schools of fiqh, the only
one to approve of such a transaction was the Hanbali school. There
is no legal bar to this form of sale,
though certain scholars have disliked it, particularly if someone
habituates this sort of transaction.

PLEDGED AS SECURITY
W h a t would be the ruling where
a bank was offered a deal to
purchase a brick factory, including what was owed to the f a c t o -

ACCOUNT BALANCE

CHARGED TO THOSE RESPONSI-

pose of this procedure was t h a t

BLE FOR THEM

the Bank would later sell the

that were required to protect
But

What is the Shari'ah ruling with

the one difficulty that remained

regard to the issuance of certifica-

in the process was that the f a c -

tion for a client that states that he

tory was being held as security

has a balance in his account for a

for a debt, and that it would

oes not possess that balance?

Al-Amin Sheikh, Saudi Arabia

Certificates granted concerning
account balances must be in keeping with the truth. If the patron
has no balance in his account, he
may be loaned a sum for his
account and given a certificate to
that effect.
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In regard to murabahah sales, documents will be handed over to the
purchaser so as to enable him to
take delivery of the merchandise.
At times, there will be demurrage
charges on the merchandise, or a
fine that is to be paid to customs
owing to a delay in clearing the
merchandise. My question is, who
is to pay the fine? The purchaser,
or the Finance House?
Umar Banu, Bahrain
If the fine was brought about
owing to a shortcoming on the part
of the seller, the Finance House,
then it will be responsible for paying the demurrage. If it was
brought about by the buyer, however, he will be responsible.

All

the conditions in the transaction
our rights were fulfilled.

^ s p e c i f i c amount when, in fact, he

DEMURRAGE COSTS WILL BE

ry and what it owed. The pur-

factory in a Murabahah sale.
CERTIFYING A PATRON'S

deal. If the physical plant, however, is pledged as security, the
sale is permitted and the pledge
will continue in the interests of
the pledgee.

THE SALE OF SOMETHING

remain as such until the bank
took possession of it.

What

would be the Shariah boards
decision in this case?

Mahmoud

Nasrudeen,

Kuwait

From a Shari'ah perspective, you
are not permitted to buy other
than what is actually present in
the factory. Its financial responsibilities do not enter into the
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IIBI DISCUSSION FORUM

The Financial Services Authority (FSA)
meets reps form Islamic community
^ SA hosted a meeting, with a
cross section of representatives from the Islamic
financial community, on
the 8th September 1999. The bodies
represented at the meeting were the
Citizen Organising Foundation, The
Institute of Islamic banking and
Insurance (IIBI), the Islamic
Foundation, the Muslim Council of
Great Britain, and the East London
Mosque.
The meeting highlighted the
Muslim community's desire to
access Islamic retail banking services and outlined the factors necessary for the authorisation of an
Islamic bank under UK regulation.
Mr Howard Davies the FSA's chairman stated: "There is no reason, in
principle, why a bank operating
under Islamic principles could not
be authorised by the FSA.
The UK has an excellent record
in the development of new financial
and banking products, including
Islamic financial products, and in
attracting banks from a range of
economic and financial systems.
Takafui" So far at least, the FSA has
not received an application to
establish an Islamic bank. Any such
apphcation would be considered
against the FSA's minimum criteria
for authorisation, which is the same
for all banks. In some respects, it
maybe more difficult for Islamic
banks to show that they can meet
the criteria but is by no means
impossible.
The Dialogue the FSA, and previously the Bank of England, has
with the Islamic financial community, both in the UK and abroad,
and the work that Islamic institutions and organisations are doing
themselves to meet international
standards, is the best way to resolve
these difficulties".
These comments do not mark a
considerable departure from the
stance previously taken by the governor of The Bank of England Eddie

George. In 1994 and 1996 he had
expressed "grave reservations" over
the role of Shariah boards
who
precisely makes the decisions... and
because of the regulators concern to
protect the interest of depositors
they have worries about the financial stability of Islamic banks etc.
Eddie George had also stated that,
"some forms at least of Islamic
banking not only can be accommodated within our system of banking
supervision, but actually have
been".
Mr George's comments have
since been construed as indication
of the UK regulators disinclination
to authorise Islamic financial institutions. The resultant stagnation,
however, is equally attributable to
the negative impact on the image of
Islamic banking in the wake of collapse of BCCI in 1991 (incidentally
not an Islamic bank) and the lack of
a concerted effort on the part of the
Islamic finance fraternity to effectively remedy that situation or
address the key regulatory issues.
Hence, the core stumbling blocks,
with regards to the authorisation of
Islamic banks, and the position of
the regulators has remained fundamentally the same -i.e.
• Categorisation of risk sharing
fund
• Liquidity management
• Accounting and disclosure standards
• Role of Shariah boards
• Calculation of capital
Significantiy though much has
recently been achieved in understanding the conceptual basis of
Islamic finance and an atmosphere
more conducive for resolving the
various issues has been established.
This progress is attributable, in part
to the recent developments in
Islamic banking in terms of innovative product development and

10
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growing interest in the hitherto
neglected retail sector.
For instance, with the proliferation and subsequent familiarity of
the structure and operational codes
of Islamic Equity Funds, the role
that Shariah boards play in that
equation is no longer viewed with
as much suspicion. It is now generally understood that these boards do
not involve themselves with the day
to day running and decisions of
banks. Rather they are primarily
concerned with the fundament;
basis of bank transactions and doc- ^
umentation - whether they are
Shariah compliant or not - and in
that regard offer an additional
screen. Nonetheless, there are concerns that the lack of uniformity in
the interpretation by Shariah boards
is hindering the potential growth of
Islamic finance.
Additionally, Mr Davies suggested that Credit Unions offered a
possible solution - such unions
have been successful in the US,
Canada and Australia but have been
slow to develop in the UK due to the
lack of an appropriate regulatory
regime. He explained that the government had had consultations o*^
how credit unions could be support- ed and whether they should be regulated by tiie FSA.
Davies also hinted at the FSA's
interest in maintaining London's
role as the home of innovative
financial product development and
outlined their commitment to public
awareness, involving the development of programmes intended to
educate consumers through providing clear unbiased information.
Michael Ainley, head of Emerging Markets, also cited the work of
the Accounting and Auditing Organisation for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) and the "long
standing dialogue" between organisations such as the IIBI and the regulators as having played instrumental roles in the improved climate of

The Financial Services Authority FSA

Authorisation of Institutions
O

operate with the home country authorities and additionally retains shared responsibility
with them for the supervision
of the liquidity of branch
operations. From January
1994, these arrangements
were extended to all countries
of the EEA,
The Second Banking Coordination Directive has also
introduced a new freedom of
establishment for UK-incorporated banks, permitting
them to branch or to provide
services throughout the EEA
on the basis of their authorisation in the UK. Supervision
of their branches in other
EEA countries, with the
exception of the liquidity of
the branches, is the responsibility of the FSA.
There are currently over
500 banks taking deposits in
the UK: of these, just over
half are incorporated overseas, of which more than a
third are European authorised
institutions.

n June 1st 1998, the ations when due); a realistic is reserved under the Act for
Bank of England Act business plan and adequate those with more than £5mil1998 came Into force systems and controls; that it lion of capital (or incorporated
transferring responsibility for has made adequate provision abroad). But for convenience
banking supervision in the UK in its accounts for bad and the term "bank" is used here to
from the Bank of England to doubtful debts; and that its cover all of the authorised
the Financial Serves Authority business is carried on with population.
(FSA).
integrity and skill. Its Directors,
Following the implementaManagers
and
Controllers
must
tion
of the EC Second Banking
The primary role of the FSA
(in its role as supervisor of be "fit and proper" for the Co-ordination Directive from 1
January 1993, banks incorpobanks) is to fulfil the responsi- positions they hold.
bilities relating to the safety
How the FSA interprets rated in other EU Member
and soundness of banks placed these terms is set out in a States (now known as
on it by the Banking Act 1987 "Statement of Principles" orig- European authorised instituwith the aim of strengthening, inally issued (by the Bank of tions) no longer require the
but not ensuring, the protec- England) shortly after the 1987 FSA's authorisation to accept
tion of depositors.
Act came into force and updat- deposits in the UK. Instead
Authorisation is not lightly ed in 1993 (a further update they may do so on the basis of
given. There are a number of will be issued by the FSA short- the authorisation provided by
financial tests, and the FSA has ly), and in a two volume Guide their home supervisor.
to be satisfied about the qual- to Banking Supervisor/ Policy.
The responsibility for the
ity and honesty of the manThose who satisfy the FSA prudential supervision of
agement concerned. Once that they meet the required these branches rests with the
authorised, a bank is moni- standards are generally authorities in their home
tored by the FSA's Financial referred to as "authorised country and not with the FSA.
Supervision Directorate.
institutions" - the title "bank" The FSA has a duty to coIn order to be and remain
authorised, an institution has
H O W A R D DAVIES
STRUCTURE
to satisfy the FSA that its busiChairman
ness is conducted in a prudent
OF THE FSA
PHILIP T H O R P E
manner which includes having
Head o f A u t h o r i s a t i o n ft E n f o r c e m e n t
adequate capital; adequate
r^liquidity (that is sufficient
M I C H A E L FOOT
ready money to meet its obligHead o f Financial Supervision
±

r
OLIVE PAGE
Complex Groups

MARTIN ROBERTS
Ins a Friendly Societies^

mutual understanding of the Islamic
banking and the FSA's regulatory
framework. The meeting concluded with
an agreement on the part of those
attending to provide the FSA with a
response on a number of issues :
- to detail the level of demand for
Islamic financial products in the UK.
- Information on other countries regulating some form of Islamic financial
product or bank
- analysis of difficulties encountered
and details of how they were resolved
- Details of any comparative jurisdiction regulating some form of Islamic

CAROL SERGEANT

M I C H A E L FOLGER

GAY W I S B E Y

RON DEVLIN

ianks a Building Socs

I n v e s t m e n t Business

Pensions Revievi

Pensions Review

Credit Union and analysis of any
regulatory difficulties encountered
and how they may have been
resolved.
As the delegation representing the
Islamic financial community was quite
broad based in composition, it was
decided that the most effective way to
gain maximum utility from future consultations with the FSA, is for key focus
areas to be addressed by specific members of the delegation.
The Citizens Organising Foundation
(COF) in conjunction with the Muslim
Council of Great Britain and Islamic

Foundation will work closely to ensure
that the regulators questions on ascertaining levels of need (the survey and
analysis of comparative regimes and
credit unions etc) are satisfactorily
addressed.
The Institute of Islamic banking a
Insurance drawing on the integral role it
plays in the industry shall form a technical committee of experts engaged in
Islamic finance. The objective is to tackle the core financial issues (outlined
above) in order to assist the process of
satisfying the FSA's minimum criteria
for authorisation. •
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FINANCE

The Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
announces three-year financing
programme for Pakistan Nadeem Malik
^ HE Islamic Development
Bank (IDB) is devising
new products and instruments to help finance the
cost of Pakistan's structural
reforms and poverty alleviation.
These Shariah compliant products offet additional resource
mobilisafion, to help ease off the
debt burden and to off set the
impact of falling external resources
of its 53 member countries. In
addition to this, the Islamic
Development Bank has decided to
establish a new private sector window - Islamic Corporation for
Development of Private Sector
(ICDP) based along the lines of the
International Finance Corporation
(IFC) of the World bank.
The Board of Directors of IDB
took these decisions on the occasion of IDB's silver jubilee celebrations in Islamabad. The idea of an
Islamic bank was first mooted in
the second conference of the foreign ministers of Muslim countries,
held in Karachi in December 1970.
Since its inception in 1975, the
bank has financed about 3000
operations in the field of trade and
project financing through various
modes, with an aggregate cost of
over $20 billion.
Trade financing amongst member countries has been one of the
major facets of the bank operations. The bank has carried out
apporx. $13 billion of trade financing operations.
Owing to the active support of
IDB, intra-trade amongst the
Muslim Member countries, which
amounted to about 4 per cent of
their total world trade in 1976, has
now increased to about 10 percent.
Dr Ahmad Mohammad Ali,
r

T

12

President of the IDB while addressing the inaugural of the 25th
anniversary celebrations said the
IDB had drawn up a plan to
increase the volume of trade
among the member countries from
its current level of 10 percent to 13
percent in the next three years.
The IDB board intends to establish a new cell to help its member
countries to face the challenges of
the World Trade Organisation. It
has also been decided to develop a
database to provide detailed information on trade and services of its
53 member countries. These two
measures had been specifically
proposed to spur the intra-trade
among the Muslim countries.
IDB has sown substantial
growth in its membership from 22
founding members in 1975 to 53
members at present in Africa, Asia,
Europe, Middle East and Latin
America.
Its subscribed capital increased
from Islamic Dinar (ID) 750 million
in 1975 to ID 4 billion, and authorised capital also increased to ID 6
billion from ID 2 billion.
The Bank also encourages private sector development in member
countries through various windows, including the Islamic Banks
Portfolio, the Unit Investment Fund
and the Islamic Corporation for the
Insurance of Investment and
Export Credit.
Mohammad Ishaq Dar, Minister
for finance, commerce, economic
affairs, statistics and revenue of
Pakistan, and chairman of the IDB
Board of Governors, urged the
board members to devise new
modes of financing to meet the rising demand of the member countries. He observed that the declin-
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ing flow of external financial
resources, particularly those on
concessional terms, has become the
major constraint, affecting the
development of the Muslim
Ummah.
"Unfortunately, this is happening at a time when many of the.
are carrying out structural adjustments, strict macroeconomic management and bold privatisation
programmes
he stated, while
maintaining that these measures
carry a heavy social cost.
The IDB board intends to estab- ;
lish a new cell to help its mem- \
ber countries to face the chal- j
lenges of the World Trade
I
Organisation. It has also been i
decided to develop a database
to provide detailed information ;
on trade and services of its 53
member countries. These two ]
measures had been specifically
proposed to spur the intra-tradej
among the Muslim countries
Declining aid flows forced
many IDB member countries to
stall their investments in human
capital, infrastructure and the
social sector, which are essential
for breaking the vicious circle of
poverty stated Mr Dar.
The rising burden of external
debt, said Ishaq Dar, has led to a
negative flow of external resources
on a net basis. In light of the current
trend towards privatisation and liberalisation, the private
sector has emerged as the main
vehicle for industrial development
and economic growth.

Over the years, the level of
financing per project has not
increased significantly. In order to
meet the needs of member countries' suffering from declining
flows of external aid, IDB needs to
raise its limit for financing projects, suggested Ishaq Dar while
addressing the Executive Directors
of the Islamic Bank.
He suggested that IDB could
fund such requirements from its
excess liquidity. However, as a permanent feature, the Islamic Bank
must devise new products and
instruments, which conform to
Shariah principles, for resource
mobilisation and replenishment.
He said that it is a complex
.sk, but at the same time, it is a
key area towards which the bank
will have to strive.
Dr Ahmad Mohammad Ali
while addressing a joint press conference with Ishaq Dar, after the
IDB symposium, announced that
the establishment of a new infrastructure fund, with an initial capital of $ 1.5 billion, has been
approved. He also announced that
IDB is in the process of establishing
a new private sector window, on
the lines of the IFC.
He said this issue would be formally approved by the Board of
Governors in their scheduled meeting on November 2, 1999, in
<^ddah.
The IDB president also
announced the formulation of a
new three-year financing package
for Pakistan covering small and
medium scale projects. These
would include:
(1) Development of national university of science and technology ($27 million),
(2) improvement in the postal services (technical assistance);
(3) construction of Quetta-Chaman
road;
(4) establishment of national veterinary laboratory;
(5) capacity building of industries
(assistance for the Pakistan
Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research);
(6) development of Gawadar deep
sea port;

IDB approves new financing
of approx. US$590 million
Under the chairmanship of IDB
President, H.E. Dr. Ahmad Mohamed
Ali the Board of Executive Directors
of the Islamic Development Bank
(IDB) recently concluded its 187th
session at the Bank's headquarters
in Jeddah.
The Board approved new
finances of about US$590 million
for member countries and Muslim
communities in non-member countries including an assistance of
US$300 million to Turkey to contribute to the reconstruction of the
buildings destroyed by the recent
earthquake.
The package deal to Turkey consisted of US$50 million as concessionary loan for reconstruction,
US$150 million to finance trade at
concessionary terms and US$100
million for development projects by
other modes of financing including
leasing, installment sale and others.
The President said the Board discussed a number of issues with a
view to enhancing the role of the

Bank in supporting the economic
development and social progress of
member countries and Muslim communities in non-member countries.
Among others, these included the
allocation of a percentage of IDB's
net income for Technical Assistance
and for the Special Account for the
Least Developed Member Countries,
the establishment of an Islamic
Private Sector Development
Corporation, the Draft Audited
Accounts for the year 1419H and
the Final Draft of the Annual Report
1419H in addition to other administrative and technical matters.
The President said the new allocation included US$117.5 million
for eight development projects in
eight member countries, one foreign
trade operation in favour of
Bangladesh at the tune of US$ 40
million and six grants of more than
US$ 1,094 to Muslim Communities
in five non-member countries and
to an Islamic university in a member
country.

(7) construction of transmission
lines;
(8) assistance for Ghazi Barotha
hydro power project (GBHPP);
and
(9) financial assistance for the
leasing companies and development finance institutions
($ 10 million for each project).
The IDB President said that the
overall financing approved by the
Islamic Bank, for projects and foreign trade operations, stands at $
22 billion. He also announced the
establishment of the Islamic
Corporation for Development of
the Private Sector was an effort
towards this goal, for promoting
investment, innovations and part-

nerships among the 53 member
countries.
The Ummah, which represents
about 23 per cent of the world
population, lives on 19 per cent of
the surface of the globe and owns
30 per cent of the basic economic
resources.
'This Ummah, which has been
blessed with the requirements for
sustainable development, based on
justice, equity and compassion,
must remain united in facing the
challenges that lie ahead,' Dr Ali
urged the board members, representatives of its member countries,
multilateral agencies and diplomats while concluding his address
at the IDB symposium. •
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A B C Islamic Bank (E.CO
1998 Financial & Business Analysis

"A fundamental change of direction, with conversion to a fully fledged
Islamic banking operation - a very promising start"
Ownership and Legal Status

ABC Islamic Bank (E.G.) is an exempt joint stock company incorporated in Bahrain in
1985, and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.)- It
operated as an investment bank up to 31 December 1997. The Company now engages
exclusively in Islamic banking activities. Authorised share capital at 31 December 1998
was US$52.5 million, of which US$42.5 million is issued, subscribed and fully paid.

The Year in Brief

1998 was an extremely important year for the Company as it underwent a complete
change in its fundamental operations and objectives. In an Extraordinary General
Assembly meeting held in 1997, the shareholders resolved that the Company henceforth
would be engaged only in Islamic Banking activides. Consequently, in March 1998, all
the assets and liabilities, with the exception of Islamic Financing contracts and the related
assets and liabilities, were transferred to the parent company at their respective carrying
values.
In its first year as a fully fledged Islamic bank, the Company generated total operating
income of US$7,003 million and a net profit of US$3,808 million, giving a return on
average shareholders' funds of 8.2%. Total operating expenses were US$3,195 million,
(46% of operating income). Figures for 1997 are not direcdy comparable due to the
change in activities that took place. However, in that year, its last year as an investment
bank, the Company had total income of US$16,037 million, total operating costs of
US$4,165 million, (26% of operating income) giving a net profit for the year of
US$11,872 million.

Financial Trends

Type
Murabaha
Ijara
Mudaraba
Islamic
Securities
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The Bank adopted three core strategies to accomplish its mission and objectives:
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The Bank has two subsidiary companies:

ABC Islamic Fund (B.C.) is registered in Bahrain with the objective of channeling client
funds into Islamic investments, consisting primarily of a portfolio of short to medium
term Islamic investments allowing both liquidity and security.

4.9

%

35 c

Business Highlights

ABC Clearing Company, incorporated in the Cayman Islands. The company takes credit
balances of client clearing accounts on a daily basis and purchases blocks of participating
shares in the company. The shares are valued daily, with guarantee provided by ABC that
a client's purchase price will be the minimum value on redemption.

59.7
26.4
8.1
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Murabaha Financing Portfolio
Composition

Total assets at year end were US$168 million (1997: US$169 million) of which 2.9%
represented investment in Islamic securides, 59.7 % Murabaha financing, 26.4% Ijara
receivables and 8.1% investments in managed Mudaraba. Funds under management rose
1.26% to US$167.6 million (1997: US$165.5 million).

1. Product development: emphasis will be placed upon the development of new and the
enhancement of existing Shari'a compliant products, motivated by the need to satisfy
an increasingly demanding, sophisdcated and price-sensidve market.
2. Opening new markets: using the parent company's extensive international network.
Islamic products will be marketed to existing and potential customers around the
world. Products will also be marketed to clients of conventional banks who may
prefer Islamic alternatives.
3. Providing access: the plan is to operate as an internadonal Islamic bank, combining
products and services with ABC's broad geographical presence in 38 countries
across the world, complementing the local and regional activities of other Islamic
financial institutions.
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KUWAIT FINANCE

HOUSE

1998 Financial & B u s i n e s s Analysis

"A year of growth and increased profitability, with further investment in
products, network and information technology"

Financial Trends
Exchange Rate as at 31 August 1999
1 KD = 3.28 US Dollars

Ownership and Legal Status

Profit Distribution Rates
1997
1998
Investment
4.80%
4.75%
Savings
Fixed
6.40%
6.33%
Investment
7.20%
Continuous
7.13%
Investment

Kuwait Finance House K.S.C. (KFH) is a public shareholding company incorporated in
Kuwait, engaged principally in providing banking services, the purchase and sale of
properties, leasing, project construction for its own account as well as for third parties,
and other trading activities without practising usury. Its main aim is to develop and
promote Islamic banking world-wide. KFH has a subsidiary, Al-Enma'a Real Estate
Company (closed) (AERE), a Kuwaiti closed shareholding company, engaged in real
estate inside and outside Kuwait. Results below relate to both KFH and AERE. Total
share capital at 31 December 1998 was KD53.584 million.

The Year in Brief

Total Assets at year end were up by 5.57% to KD1.669 billion (1997: KDI.581
/ ^ b i l l i o n ) , while depositors' balances were up by 6.50% to KD1.262 billion (1997:
KD1.185 billion. Shareholders' equity grew by 17% to KD150 million (1997: KD128
million. Total revenues for the year amounted to KD132 million, an increase of KDIO
million, or 8%. After deducting expenses and provisions, profit before distributions was
up by KD13 million or 15% to KD102 million (1997: KD89 million).
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Corporate strategy is to fulfil the mission as a global Islamic financial institution,
providing financial products and banking services according to the Shari'a, using
the most contemporary teqniques and systems.
During the year, KFH organised the Fifth Islamic Jurisprudence Seminar under the
supervision of the Fatwa and Shari'a Supervisory Board. Eminent Islamic scholars
and jurists participated in this gathering to discuss important developments in
Islamic Banking.
All departments concentrated on direct investments both locally and abroad.
Domestically, 26% of the capital of newly formed Gulf Investment House was
invested, together with 30% of Aref Investment Company, 27% of Ayan for Ijara
and Investments and 35% of Markets and marketing Services Company.
Internationally, 10% of the capital of International Ijara and Investment Company
was invested. The KFH Lease Fund for the US market was launched with a capital
of US$40 million.
In difficult trading conditions, KFH commercial departments increased business,
all meeting revenue targets. Co-operation with local and international agents has
been strengthened, and further service improvements introduced. A total of four
new companies were established - two in the UAE and one each in Germany and
the US.
Availability of housing in Kuwait has been a primary concern of KFH over many
years. A number of successful real estate projects were developed during the year,
partially addressing the national housing problem.
Customer satisfaction surveys indicated a level of 96%. This high level was
partially in response to customer-tailored initiatives such as the Foreign Currencies
Savings Account and expanding the Drive-in ATM service. KFH is still the only
institution in the country to offer this facility. The KFH ATM network now totals
60 outlets, with 22 integrated in branches, three fast-service machines and 35
operating independently. Other improvements include modern banking services
such as Tele-Banking and the Home Bank and Fast Payment systems.
Practical staff training was undertaken, and a total of 201 individual and group
training courses were held, including training abroad, covering 1067 employees.
Significant improvements were made to information technology, particularly in
state-of-the-art decision support systems. A central customer database was
commissioned, and the communications network upgraded. The KFH Internet
Web site now provides banking, investment and commercial services online, with
consequently greater exposure both locally and world-wide.
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Islamic banks analysed

Capital Intelligence is the world's leading rating agency in major emerging
markets. It provides credit rating and in-depth analysis on over 390 banks in
35 countries in the Middle East, Central/Eastern Europe, North and South
Africa and Asia.
Capital Intelligence has for several years pioneered analyzing and rating
ISLAMIC BANKS. It covers 20 Islamic banks and financial institutions in 8
countries.
Capital Intelligence is planning to further develop rating
methodology appropriate to the particular nature of Islamic financial
institutions, and intends to increase its rating coverage of these institutions.
Capital Intelligence welcomes qualified experienced analysts to join its staff to
meet these challenging opportunities. If you are interested, send your resume
to Head of Secretariat at the Head Office address below.
C Y P R U S - HEAD O F F I C E
P.O. Box 3585, O a s i s Complex, Block E
Gladstone Street, C Y 3303 L i m a s s o l
CYPRUS
Telephone: ++357 5 342300
Facsimile: ++357 5 342982
e-mail: capintel(a)spidemet.com.cv
HONG KONG - B R A N C H O F F I C E
5/F Suite B Centre IVIark 111
303 - 315 Queen's Road Central
Hong Kong
Telephone: ++ 852 821 30344
Facsimile: ++ 852 821 31946
e-mail: capinthk(fl),att.net.hk
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Banking Group. Once they start
operating successfully and get the
approval of the Bahrain Monetary
Agency, they will be included in
the banking group; thus improvBAHRAIN
ing the management of the banks
as well as giving rise to several
"synergies."
Saudi giant to start
Dallah Albaraka has decided to
diversify in Bahrain since the tiny
banking operations but
immensely potentially-rich
island
has a strong banking sysin Bahrain
tem. From this base, the network
The Jeddah-based Dallah Albaraka of operations will spread out to
Group, renowned as a pioneer of distant Islamic countries like
Islamic finance and one of the Tunisia and Algeria, not to menlargest conglomerates based in tion having a strong presence
ludi Arabia, was established in throughout the Persian Gulf,
1969, controlling stakes in 23 Egypt, Lebanon and Turkey.
banks and a number of investment
Once the desired level of restruccompanies located predominantly turing and efficiency is reached, the
in the Arab world.
Albaraka Banking Group will be
Since 1982, it has been present listed on the Bahrain Stock
in London, providing both the Exchange, ready to sell 55 per cent
local and international communi- of the new holding's equity. This,
ty with Islamic financial services. officials hope, will be achieved withOn the threshold of the new mil- in a year and a half at the latest,
lennium, as part of its mission "to through a judicious balance of pubinvest capital and resources in an lic offerings and private placements.
Islamic manner in order to achieve
While the hunt for a chief execthe best possible level of profit utive officer is on, the Bahrain
compatible with acceptable risk".
Monetary Agency, which has given
It is now establishing a holding its go-ahead to the first group of
company, the Albaraka Banking Islamic banks to be incorporated,
Group, to operate from Bahrain, has granted the firm an offshore
' ^ i w a i t ' s The International Investor banking unit licence. With the CEO
IS its financial adviser and is likely to be chosen from Bahrain
entrusted with the responsibility the stage is set for Dallah Albaraka
of floating the new group on the to make an impact on Bahrain after
Bahrain Stock Exchange and other Saudi Arabia and London.
regional markets.
The new bank, with a capitalisation of nearly US $550 million, is
to be the third largest Islamic bank Islamic Banking
in the region. Adnan Abdulaziz alBahar, chairman and managing Growth on Track.
director of The International Islamic banking is the most signifInvestor, told the media it would be icant development in Bahrain's
the "Islamic version of the Arab banking and financing industry,
Banking Corporation."
says a Bahrain based international
According to the plan of oper- lawyer.
ation outlined by al-Bahar, nearly
However, lack of consistency in
fifty per cent of the banks and interpreting the Sharia was slowinvestment firms owned by the ing down the growth of Islamic
group will be brought together banking, said Norton Rose lawyer
under the holding company. The and partner Neil Miller. Despite this
rest are to be run by the Albaraka the industry was, nevertheless.

•

growing significantly and the
international law firm, has been
involved in drafting legal documents for about $3 billion of
Islamic finance in the past four
years. The banking industry, in
general, said Mr Miller, also needed to consolidate to compete with
mega corporations.
Mr Miller said that the Islamic
banking industry was showing sustained growth and there was a
greater acceptance and greater
sophistication of Islamic products.
The future is fairly bright for the
Islamic banking community.
However, there is a need for
consistency in interpreting the
Sharia, to realise the full growth
potential of Islamic finance.
Because Islamic principles are
bedded in interpretation of the
Quran, this allows for some flexibility in developing Islamic
finance products.
What is needed is to develop
increased consistency in interpreting the Sharia, which is very much
open to individual interpretation,
said Mr Miller. According to him,
this is holding back the growth of
Islamic finance.
He said the Bahrain Monetary
Agency was doing excellent work
in putting together regulations and
consistency in Islamic finance but
there was a need for the Arab
world to develop a common
approach in development of
Islamic products. But we should
remember that the Islamic banking
iridustry is very young, only about
25 years old in the modern sense,
while the conventional banking
industry has been around for about
500 or 600 years, said Mr Miller.
On the banking industry, in
general, the Middle East had seen
no mergers and amalgamations. In
the Middle East there is a proliferation of small and medium institutions, they will have to start
consolidating and, on the retail
side, banks will have to start looking at delivery systems by electronic means, said Mr Miller
Gulf Daily News
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ABC Islamic Bank
to finance major
projects in Iran

Bahrain-based ABC Islamic Bank
stated it would arrange financing
for an oil and petrochemical project
in Iran worth millions of dollars.
ABC Islamic Bank, owned by
Arab Banking Corp (ABC), also said
it would soon introduce an Islamic
credit card in a joint project with
Bahrain-based Arab Financial
Services (AFS).
Executive Director of ABC
Islamic Bank Mohamed BuQais
said "we will be the lead manager
for the financing facility for an oil
and petrochemical project in
Iran".
The financing, which is worth
millions of dollars is based on
Islamic financing. It will be completed in the first quarter of 2000,
BuQais said, but declined to give
further details.
BuQais said his bank arranged
a $50m Islamic syndicated financing facility for Bahrain-based First
Islamic Investment Bank (FIIB) to
buy a majority stake in the US private firm DVT Corp.
BuQais also said his bank was
studying several financing facilities in Gulf Arab states, including
two private hospitals. Total assets
of ABC Islamic of $168m are
invested in Islamic financing. The
bank also has two funds Bahrainbased ABC Islamic Fund and ABC
Clearing Company in the Cayman
Islands, he said.
ABC Islamic Bank have invested Islamically more than $400m
in Gulf Arab states, Pakistan and
Turkey, BuQais said.
He said a lack of new products
was harming development of
Islamic banking. We need to
develop new Islamic products to
compete in the market and to
assist the economy.
BuQais pointed out that another hurdle facing Islamic banking
was the interbank market. Unlike
commercial banks. Islamic banks
have no interbank market.
Reuters
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DUBAI
First Islamic
Investment Bank
Closes $50m
Syndicated Loan
First Islamic Investment Bank EC
concluded its first $50 million syndicated loan, or Murabaha Facility
enabling it to offer its investors an
asset base that will conform to
Islamic law, the Bahrain-based
bank said in a release.
The loan, priced at 125 basis
points over LIBOR, is lead-managed
by ABC Islamic Bank and syndicated to, among others. The Arab
Investment Company SAA OBU
Bahrain (TAIC), Abu Dhabi Islamic
Bank, Grindlays Bank Bahrain BSC,
Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank and
Bahrain Islamic Bank BSC.
Under Islamic Sharia laws,
banks aren't allowed to charge or
pay interest on loans and deposits.
Islamic banking is based on profitsharing, rather than interest. First
Islamic was established in 1997
with the financial backing of 71
individuals and institutions in the
Arab Gulf and Malaysia. With a
paid-up share capital of $100 million, the bank's mission is to provide innovative Islamic investment
products by bringing together
Islamic and conventional investment banking expertise.
A good portion of the $50 million loan is expected to be invested
in companies listed on the New
York Stock Exchange. The bank
has already closed $215 million of
direct investment transactions providing investors with high-yield,
medium-term investments, the
release said.
It also recently launched an
Islamically structured liquidity
management
program
with
France's Societe Generale with an
Rajab 1420

initial subscription of $100 million
in committed funds.
"First Islamic has now developed a proprietary deal origination
capability and has the investment
placement network and resources.
The Murabaha Facility will
enhance our capability to offer
more products to the market,"
Asim Zafar, an Executive Director
with the bank said in the release.
Dow Jones International News

Islamic Funds Mutuals Continue
to Grow Faster

MUTUAL funds constitute one
the fastest growing areas of Islamic
finance. Opinions vary over the
total value of equity funds under
Islamic management with estimates ranging from $1,000 million
to $3,000 million. However, there
is no dispute that the industry is
expanding rapidly.
"Without taking capital appreciation into account. Islamic equity funds are growing at a rate of
between 20-25 per cent a year,"
says Philip Winder, director of
Schroeder Asseily, which is the
investment adviser for the recently
launched Crescent Fund.
"Islamic investors are becomin
more sophisticated and glob'
equity markets have offered attractive returns for a number of years."
The growth of the sector has
been explosive. Of the 22 funds
identified originated in the Middle
East, all but five have been
launched within the last three years
and 10 since the start of last year.
"There are three core reasons
for this rapid growth," says Laurent
Chappuis, portfolio manager in
charge of Islamic equifies at
Geneva-based Pictet ft Cie. "There
is a growing
interest from Muslim investors,
the Sharia boards are demonstrating greater flexibility and the funds
are generating better returns."
Certainly, the number of
Muslim investors in Islamicallyacceptable equities is growing fast

NEWS MONITOR
and Chappuis says this is the result
of an increasingly developed market. Many investors in the past
thought the opportunity cost too
high to justify placing cash in
Islamically-administered funds,
because many strong-growth sectors were haram or forbidden.
However, increasingly innovative Sharia boards are finding ways
around this barrier. For one thing,
Quranic proscriptions have become
more imaginatively interpreted. At
the most extreme, three years ago,
the Dar al-Maal al-Islami Trust
permitted no investments in equities at all.
Greater flexibility facilitates
J}etter performances and the
turns generated by Islamic equity
funds have improved. "A number
of funds performed very well last
year and as a result investors are
beginning to see a premium rather
than an opportunity cost in Islamic
equities," says Chappuis.
There has been a discernible
shift in the attitude of Muslim
investors. Although traditionally
regarded as highly risk-averse, the
avalanche of news surrounding
events on international stock
exchanges and the aggressive marketing of Islamic equity funds have
brought about change. The majority of Sharia-compliant investment
used to flow into lease-financing
^ n d s , and while the size and numuer of these funds has also grown
over the last few years, the trend
towards increased exposure to
equities among Islamic investors is
evident.
"Islamic investors have watched
the returns generated by equity
funds over the last few years and
have been attracted," says Rushdi
Siddiqui, director of Dow Jones'
Islamic Index Group. "Trade
financing and lease financing
funds have less risk and generate
lower returns. As a result, there is a
growing appetite for 'clean' equity
investment."
The future growth of the sector
may be further encouraged by the
launch of Islamic equity indexes
which track the movements of
stocks, which conform to Sharia

investment principles, on global
equity markets. The first series was
established early this year by
Kuwait's The International Investor
(TII) in conjunction with FTSE
International and includes a global
index and four sub-indexes covering North America, Europe, the
Pacific rim and South Africa.
The joint venture sees TII
selecting stocks for inclusion in the
indexes by screening them from
the 2,200 stocks covered by the
FTSE/Standard ft Poor's Worid
Series
Index,
and
FTSE
International running the calculations. "The indexes can be used as
a benchmark against which the
performance of Islamic equity
funds can be measured," said TII
chairman Adnan al-Bahar when
the series was launched.
FTSE International's Stephen
Vale says that plans are being
made for a more high-profile
relaunch of the series, and this is
expected before the end of the
year. The root cause of Til's preparations for stronger marketing of
its Islamic indexes is the fanfare
that surrounded the February
launch of the Dow Jones Islamic
Market (DJIM) series of indexes.
Established along similar lines to
the TII stable, the DJIM series is
based on the results of Dow Jones'
in-house Sharia committee screening acceptable equities.
Siddiqui estimates that there are
about 50 Islamic equity funds
around the world, of which about
half originate in the Middle East,
and that the number is set to grow.
He says the indexes provide two
main functions: they act as benchmarks against which the performance of funds can be measured
and they improve transparency.
"Money goes wherever there's
investor confidence, accountability
and transparency, and the DJIM
series aids this," he says. "The market is nascent but growing and
indexes will help attract assets. The
whole sector is chasing growth."
One of the potential gains from
the growth of Islamic equity indexes, with their own sharia committees, is the costs saved for Islamic

funds of analysing each potential
investment for sharia acceptability.
Equally, one of the difficulties confronted by the sector is the divergence of opinion held by sharia
scholars over what is halal or permissible and what is not.
In Islamic investment there are
three areas: black, white and grey.
Companies engaged in un-Islamic
activities, such as gambling or the
sale of alcohol, are clearly not
open to investment, while other
sectors, such as quoted Islamic
banks, present no problems.
However, the grey area is the
largest with many companies having halal activities at their core,
but also deriving revenues from
impure sources, such as interest
income.
Middle East Economic Digest

Central Bank
Governor Admits
Inefficiency of
Banking System,
Recession
The 10th Islamic banking seminar
was held in Tehran entitled "
investigation into the principles of
Islamic banking and ways of
increasing its efficiency." The main
objectives of this seminar were to
present the culture and lofty values
of Islamic banking; to increase the
knowledge of the state banks'
employees; to exchange views with
religious scholars; economic officials; bank managers and experts
on the practical application of the
Islamic banking system.
Addressing the opening session
of the seminar, the governor of the
Central Bank Mohsen Nurbakhsh,
said: The country's banking system
NewHORIZON
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has comphed with all its international commitments and has settled
its foreign debts on schedule.
Referring to the legal restrictions,
which the country's banking system
has to observe before allocating credit to various applicants, Mr
Nurbakhsh said: The country's banking system lacks the necessary efficiency; and the current state of the
banking system must be transformed.
While pointing out that at present the country is facing recession
combined with inflation, Mr
Nurbakhsh added: At present,
investment in the building and
agricultural sectors is decreasing.
We must, therefore, prepare the
necessary conditions to attract
investment of the private sector in
economic activities.
He also said: in view of the rising price of oil, we shall fully realize the hard currency earning envisaged in the country's budget bill.
The minister of economy,
Hoseyn Namazi said: The high
interest rate offered by the banks to
depositors attracts more investment
but it discourages employment
because the people withdraw their
cash from the manufacturing sector.
Mr Namazi added, high interest
rates increase the burden on manufacturers too, as they have to
increase the value of their products
to compensate for the higher
repayment on their loans. That is,
the measure also increases inflation. If we were to reduce the interest rate from its current level of 24
per cent to 18 or 20 per cent, the
banking system would be able to
offer more credit to the people and
would combat recession.
BBC Monitoring Service

NewHORIZON welcomes
comments, information and news
from Financial institutions
offering Islamic financial services.
Please contact the Editor at
16 Grosvenor Crescent
London SWlX 7EP, UK
Tel+44 171 245 0404 ext 21
Fax+44 171 245 9769
icis@iibi.demon.co.uk
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billion fltnd has been set up for the
infrastructure development in the
member countries, beside promoting exchange of technology and
knowledge, on fast track, among
the member countries which would
help ameliorate economic milieu in
least developed member nations.

PAKISTAN
IDB regards interestfree Islamic banking
a feasible system
The President of the Islamic
Development Bank (IDB), Ahmad
Mohammed Ali, has described
interest-free Islamic banking an
absolutely workable system.
He said, since Islam is a flexible
religion, the system will pose nohurdles in international transactions. He observed that the interestfree Islamic-banking regime has
enormous potential to survive the
contemporary challenges on economic fronts in Pakistan.
"However, switching over to this
system is not possible over night.
The system can succeed effectively
but gradually," Mr Ali was quoted as
saying. He also expounded the main
objectives behind the establishment
of the IDB, which was meant to promote solidarity and strengthen trade
relations between the Muslim member countries.
He said that the bank had set up
various programs to promote direct
trade among the member countries
instead of using divergent routes.
As an example, he said Sudan,
which used to purchase Bangladeshi
jute from the UK, has now, with the
bank's intervention, begun to carry
out this trade directly. Ahmed said
there was only 4 to 5% intra-trade
when the bank started functioning,
but now has inched up to 10%. The
bank is focusing to propel it up to at
least 15%. He added, the ideal intratrade ratio is around 40%.
He added, the member countries
should foster hospitable atmosphere as an incentive which would
help persuade Arab investors to
siphon away their capital to these
states from non-member countries.
He said, the bank is also working on
these lines, and added that US$1.5
Rajab 1420
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UNITED KINGDOM
FSA and Islamic
Groups meet to
setting up banks

The FSA has hosted a meeting with
the UK's Islamic financial community to explore the possibilities of setting up Islamic banks.
The FSA met with Islamic groups
- the Citizen Organising Foundation,
the Islamic Foundation, the Muslim
Council of Great Britain, and the East
London Mosque, at its headquarters
in London's Docklands.
The aim is to improve mutual
understanding of Islamic banking
and the FSA's role as a regulator.
Islamic banks have to operate under
Islamic Shariah rules which ban
earning of interest. The religious
rules bar Muslims from traditional
mortgages, loans and bank accounts.
FSA chairman Howard Davies said,
"In principle, there is no reason why
a bank operating on Islamic principles could not be authorised by the
FSA. The UK has an excellent record
in the development of new financial
and banking products, including
Islamic financial products, and in
attracting banks from a range of economic and financial systems."
Mr Davies stressed that FSA has
not yet received any applications to
set up an Islamic bank, adding that
any application would be considered
against the FSA's minimum criteria
for authorisation and that these
might be more difficult for institutions applying Islamic principles. •
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OUR STRENGTH
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